OBTAINING A COPY OF AN ARTICLE IN A RESEARCH DATABASE
Embedded Full-Text Available: Sometimes the full-text of an article is embedded right in the database
and you will see either an HTML or a PDF link to the full-text. When given this choice, always use the
PDF link, as the PDF version includes page numbers and HTML version does not.

Embedded Full-Text

Embedded Full-Text Not Available: If the full-text is not embedded right in the database, click the
FIND IT @ XU icon or link below the reference to determine your other full-text options. This will open
the Find It window.

Other Full-Text Options
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FIND IT @ XU Window: In this Find It window you typically see:
1. A complete citation for the article you want.
2. Below the article citation are the results (options) for finding full-text.
3. If the journal article is available in full-text format you will see links to other resources: databases,
electronic journal collections, publisher’s websites, or open access journal collections.
4. After each resource link you will see the years of full-text covered.
5. Make sure the year your article was published falls within the years of full-text coverage for the
resource.
6. If you are unsuccessful with the first resource link you pick, try another resource, if there is one.
7. If you select a resource link with a green (page) icon, the link should take you directly to the article.
8. If you select a resource link with a yellow (folder) icon, the link will take you to a list of
volumes/years and issues/months available for the journal. Browse to the appropriate volume/year,
issue/month, and then locate your article by title, author, or page number.
9. If the journal is not available in digital format or if the journal is only available in print format, click
the link Request an item from Xavier and non-Xavier collections. Clicking this link will allow you to
request your journal article from another library through ILLiad, the library’s interlibrary loan
services (requires setting up an ILLiad account).
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